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[5 7] ABSTRACT 
A drum for use with the drum type sanding machine 
or drum sander which features a quick and ready re 
placement of a sanding surface member to and from 
the outer circumference of the drum. This drum is 
speci?cally equipped with a tubular air jacket which is 
adapted to entirely surround the drum outer circum 
ference after onto which a suitable endless and seam 
less sanding surface member or sanding belt is placed 
so that a replacement of worn sanding belt with a new 
one may be performed simply and quickly by dis 
charging'compressed air ?lled up in the tubular air 
jacket disposed around the drum thereby to reduce 
the outer diameter of the drum and provide a suffi 
cient gap between the drum and the sanding belt and 
by recharging compressed air into the air jacket 
thereby to ?x the sanding belt rigidly in proper posi 
tion for sanding operations. 

9 Claims, 2 Drawing Figures I 
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SANDING DRUM STRUCTURE IN A DRUM 
SANDER 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to the ?eld of polishing 
machines, and particularly to a new and useful device 
which is applicable to the drum type sanding apparatus 
or drum sander. More particularly, this invention is 
concerned with a drum of unique design and construc 
tion adaptable to polishing or sanding operations, 
which is designed for use with the drum sander en 
abling a sanding surface member or sanding belt to be 
easily ?xed and detached to and from the drum. ' 
This invention is intended for easy replacement of 

the sanding surface material by means of a drum having 
a uniquely designed diameter reduction mechanism 
which permits a ready and quick replacement of the 
sanding surface material to and from the outer circum 
ference of the drum for a drum sander, thereby to af 
ford ef?cient sanding operations. 

In the conventional drum sander, it requires consid 
erably awkward jobs such as cutting a strip of the sand 
ing surface material from a roll of same in an exact 
length corresponding to the outer circumference of the 
sanding drum and ?xing the cut strip properly around 
the outer circumference of the drum without any gap 
between the cut ends of the strip, thereby to attain a 
complete sanding surface installation on the outer cir 
cumference of the drum. Moreover, such toilsome jobs 
are repeated at each time of replacement of the sanding 
surface member. 
Furthermore, since there exists a seam between the 

abovementioned cut ends of the sanding surface mem 
ber on the outer circumference of the drum, it is inevi 
table that such seam will give undesirable marks on the 
?nished surface of the product, and consequently, it is 
practicably impossible to obtain a clean scar-free finish 
on the surface of the product. 
On the other hand, in case of the conventional wide 

belt sander using an endless belt, it is possible to elimi~ 
nate the abovementioned defects and problems en 
countered in the drum sander due to the use of the 
sheet type sanding material, thereby to result in satis 
factory sanding operations. 
Generally speaking, however, this type of machine 

has the following drawbacks, i.e., requirement for a 
plurality of rolls as well as speci?c extra means for giv 
ing the belt proper tension or effecting automatic run 
ning adjustments, despite its satisfactory sanding opera 

‘ . tions. Therefore, there will be brought about such 
problems from an economical point of view, as an in 
crease of production cost, intricate and toilsome main 
tenance services, etc. due to the complicated construc 
tion thereof as compared with the drum sander which 
is simply constructed and handled. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In consideration of the above stated defects and 
problems which are inherent to the conventional design 
and construction of a sanding apparatus, either of the 
drum sander or the wide belt sander, it would be advan 
tageous to provide a drum for use with the drum type 
sanding apparatus of novel and unique design concept, 
which enables the outer diameter thereof to be reduced 
by means of de?atable air jacket incorporated under 
the circumference of the drum complete, for readily 
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2 
and quickly replacing an endless sanding surface mem 
ber or sanding belt thereby to eliminate the abovemen 
tioned defects and problems inherent to the sanding ap 
paratus of the conventional design and construction. 
This invention is directed essentially to meet such re 
quirements which have long been left neglected. 

It is therefore a primary object of the present inven 
tion to provide a sanding drum for use with a drum san 
der incorporating a unique mechanism under the cir 
cumference thereof which enables the outer diameter 
of the complete drum to be varied by means of an air 
jacket to be in?ated by compressed air therewithin, 
which does not require wearisome jobs of cutting and 
adjusting the sanding strip but does perfonn ready and 
quick replacement of the sanding surface member 
without any specific dif?culty. Another object of this 
invention is to provide a drum of the unique construc 
tion'using an endless sanding surface member or sand 
ing belt, which performs ?xation of ‘the sanding belt in 
an outstandingly precise order on the outer circumfer 
ence of the complete drum. ' v 

A further object of this invention is to provide a sand 
ing drum for the drum-sander affording the use of ‘an 
endless and seamless sanding belt, which eliminates 
such apprehensions as of rendering undesirable marks ~ 
of a joint seam of the sanding member on 'the ?nished 
surface of the product. . 
According to the present invention, brie?y summa 

rized by way of'a preferred embodiment, there is pro 
vided a drum for use with the drum type sanding appa 
ratus which comprises a tubular air jacket disposed on 
the outer circumference of the basic construction 
thereof, which air jacket is adapted to be de?ated by 
discharging compressed air therefrom and in?ated by 
recharging compressed air thereto, and a layer of resil 
ient body disposed to ?exibly surround the outer cir 
cumference of the air jacket, which layer of resilient 
body being adapted to assure a positive adhesion of the 
cylindrical sanding surface member during sanding op 
erations, thereby to afford the use of the seamless cylin— 
drical sanding surface member in a detachable manner, 
whereby the sanding surface member may be replaced 
readily and quickly to precision so required. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

The nature, principle, and details of the present in 
vention, as well as further characteristics and advan 
tages thereof, will become more apparent from the fol 
lowing detailed description with respect to a preferred 
embodiment of the invention when read in conjunction 
with the accompanying drawing, in which like parts are 
designated by like reference numerals, and in which: 
FIG. 1 is a side elevational view, partly in axial sec 

tion, showing a complete sanding drum according‘ to 
this invention with compressed air discharged from its 
air jacket to a de?ated circumferential state; and ' 
FIG. 2 is a side elevational view, partly in axial sec 

tion, showing the same complete sanding drum as 
shown in FIG. 1 with its air jacket ?lled up with com 
pressed air for ?xing a sanding surface member in oper 
ating position. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Referring to FIGS. 1 and ‘2 showing a preferred em 
bodiment of the drum for sanding operations according 
to the invention for use with a drum type sanding appa 
ratus or drum sander, there .is provided a cylindrical 
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drum A which comprises the following composite 
members, i.e., a basic roll of rigid construction 2, an air 
jacket 1 which is installed snugly around the outer cir 
cumference of the basic roll 2 and designed with an 
in?atable-and-de?atable construction by charging or 
discharging compressed air, respectively, and a resil 
ient body 3 having an appropriate thickness such as 
sponge rubber or the like which is adapted to entirely 
coat the outer circumference of the air jacket 1. 

In the abovementioned design and construction of 
the drum A, the rigid construction of the resilient body 
3 onto the outer circumference of the air jacket 1 is to 
merely show one example thereof, and it may therefore 
be detachably installed thereon. 
The fundamental construction of the drum according 

to this invention is fully described hereinbefore, and 
onto the ultimate outer circumference of the thus con 
structed cylindrical drum A there is provided an end 
less and seamless sanding surface member or sanding 
belt 4 to be installed properly in position while the air 
jacket 1 is de?ated by discharging the compressed air 
therefrom, thus a complete sanding drum arrangement 
is accomplished. , 

In applying to the abovementioned sanding drum ac 
cording to this invention, the sanding belt 4 should nec 
essarily be of an endless and seamless cylindrical con 
struction which completely eliminates the aforemen 
tioned defects accompanying the conventional strip 
type of sanding material. 
As is apparent from FIG. 1, when compressed air is 

discharged from the air jacket 1, the outer diameter of 
the complete cylindrical drum A is made appropriately 
smaller than the inner diameter of the sanding belt 4, 
whereas, when the air jacket 1 is ?lled up with com 
pressed air therewithin, as shown in FIG. 2, the outer 
circumferenceof the complete drum A is properly in 
?ated to an extent that the outer diameter of the com 
plete drum A is increased enough to meet the inner di 
ameter of the sanding belt 4 so that an entirely compen 
sated ?xation of the sanding belt 4 on the outer circum 
ference of the complete drum A is thus accomplished. 
Therefore, quite an easy and quick replacement work 
is made available by virtue of the abovementioned 
unique construction of the complete drum A as well as 
the use of the endless sanding belt 4. 
As fully described hereinbefore, the advantageous 

features of the construction of the cylindrical sanding 
complete drum A will insure an easy and quick replace 
ment of the endless sanding belt 4, that is, when the 
sanding belt 4 is required to be replaced, compressed 
air within the air jacket 1 on the drum is ?rstly dis 
charged, thereby the air jacket is de?ated to reduce the 
outer diameter of the complete drum A, and then a 
worn belt is replaced with a new one. This replacement 
work will be conducted quite easily because there is no 
resistance to check removal of a sanding belt due to a 
substantial difference existing between the outer diam 
eter of-the complete drum A and the inner diameter of 
the sanding belt 4. 
Likewise, this is quite true with an installation of the 

sanding belt 4 onto the outer circumference of the 
complete drum A. After installation of the sanding belt 
4 in right position on the drum, the sanding belt 4 will 
be ?rmly and precisely ?xed in a predetermined posi 
tion on the complete drum A simply by charging com 
pressed air into the air jacket 1 on the drum as the 
outer circumference of the resilient body 3 will pro 
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4 
gressively grow radially outwardly when the air jacket 
1 in?ates under inner pressure therewithin so as to ex 
actly reach and ?t to the inner diameter of the sanding 
belt 4. 
Consequently, by virtue of the use of the sanding 

drum according to the present invention, a replace 
ment work of the sanding belt in the cylindrical form 
to and from the complete cylindrical drum A will be 
performed remarkably readily an quickly, and further ‘ 
an installation of the sanding belt in a predetermined ‘ 
position on the drum will be accomplished much more 
precisely without any particular difficulty when com 
pared with the use of the conventional sanding drum 
and surface member, whereby an ef?cient sanding op 
eration is afforded. 
Moreover, by virtue of the use of the endless and 

seamless sanding belt, such apprehensions of printing 
undesirable marks of the seam of the conventional 

sanding strip on the ?nished surface of the product, as 
stated hereinbefore, will entirely be eliminated, and 
consequently, there willv be provided quite a satisfac 
tory ?nish free from scars on the product surface. 
Furthermore, the drum sander using the sanding 

drum according to the invention does not require any 
such complicated construction as required in the con 
ventional wide belt type installation using an endless 
belt, which requires, as also stated hereinbefore, com 
plicated adjustments as well as intricate and toilsome 
maintenance services during sanding operations, con 
sequently, resulting in remarkably economical advan 

' tages from both manufacturing and maintenance stand 
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points. 
By virtue of the advantageous features as outlined 

above, the sanding drum according to this invention 
meets the requirements which have long been unful 
?lled, whereby it realizes with a simple construction a 
solution to the defects and problems inherent to the 
conventional sanding apparatus, of either drum type or 
wide belt type, and whereby it encompasses the advan 
tageous features of the two conventional type appara 
tus, i.e., eliminating the problem of undesirable marks 
to be printed on the ?nished surface of the product by 
the seam of the sanding surface member for use with 
the conventional drum type sanding apparatus, yet fur 
ther enjoying advantageous features of the drum san- _ 
der, such as the simple construction, low production 
cost, free from the toilsome works, etc., thus essentially 
promoting an ef?ciency and rationalization of the sand 
ing operations. 1 
The invention has been described in an illustrative 

manner and 'it should be understood that the terminolo 
gies which have been used herein are intended to be 
only in the nature of words of description rather than 
of limitation. Obviously, many modi?cations and varia 
tions of the present invention are possible in light of the 
above teachings; 

65 

I claim: 
1. A sanding drum structure, comprising: 
a sanding drum base having a substantially cylindrical 

peripheral surface; , 
a tubular in?atable jacket surrounding said periph 

eral surface, said jacket comprising radially fold 
able bellows means in?atable by pressurized ?uid 
so that when pressurized ?uid is supplied thereto 
said jacket expands radially to snugly engage said 
peripheral surface of said base and to de?ne a sub 
stantially cylindrical outer surface, and when pres 



5 
surized ?uid is discharged therefrom said jacket 
folds in a radial direction; 

a cylindrical sleeve body surrounding said jacket, 
said body being made of resiliently stretchable ma 
terial and having an internal diameter larger than 
the diameter of the peripheral surface of said base 
to de?ne therebetween an annular zone in which 
said jacket is disposed, said body being expanded 
radially outwardly when said jacket is expanded; 

a seamless cylindrical sanding member separate from 
and surrounding said body and adapted to be re 
leasably frictionally engaged with the outer surface 
of said body when said jacket and said body are ex 
panded, said sanding member being separable from 
said body when said jacket is folded. 

2. A sanding drum structure according to claim 1, in 
which said bellows means comprises substantially ?at, 
radially inner and radially outer cylindrical walls inter 
connected by foldable side walls, said inner and outer 
walls de?ning substantially cylindrical inner and outer 
surfaces with said inner surface being adapted to re 
leasably frictionally grip the peripheral surface of said 
base when said jacket is expanded; said side walls being 
foldable toward each other when pressurized ?uid is 
discharged therefrom. - 

3. A sanding drum structure according to claim 2, in 
which said body is attached to the outer wall of said 
bellows means. 
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4. A sanding drum structure according to claim 2, in 

which-said body is separate from said bellows means, 
said body being contacted by said outer wall of said bel 
lows means and being expanded radially outwardly 
when said bellows means is expanded so that said body 
releasably frictionally grips and is supported by said 
bellows means. 

5. A sanding drum structure according to claim 1 
wherein means are provided to hermetically seal com 
pressed air within said jacket so as to maintain a high 
pressure therewithin enough to rigidly support, said 
body during sanding operations. 

6. A sanding drum structure according to claim 1 
wherein said body is made of sponge rubber. ' 

7. A sanding drum structure according to claim 1 in 
which said body is free from connection to and support 
by said base except through said jacket. 

8. A sanding drum structure according to claim 7, in 
which the axial ends of said body extend axially beyond 
the axial ends of said jacket and the axial ends of said 
sanding member are disposed directly radially out 
wardly of the axial ends of said jacket. 

9. A sanding drum structure according to claim I, in 
which said jacket comprises a series of axially spaced, 
circumferentially extending jacket sections each having 
substantially ?at inner and outer walls. 

* * * =|< =|= 


